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Abstract6

Support vector machine(SVM) with pinball loss(PINSVM) has been re-
cently proposed and shown its advantages in pattern recognition. In this
paper, we present a robust bounded loss function (called Lt-loss) that trun-
cates pinball loss function. Then a novel robust SVM formulation with
Lt-loss(called TPINSVM) is proposed to enhance noise robustness. More-
over, we demonstrate that the proposed TPINSVM satisfies Bayes rule and
it has a certain sparseness. However, the non-convexity of the proposed
TPINSVM makes it difficult to optimize. We develop a continuous opti-
mization method, DC(difference of convex functions) programming method,
to solve the proposed TPINSVM. The resulting DC optimization algorithm
converges finitely. Furthermore, the proposed TPINSVM is directly applied
to recognize the purity of hybrid maize seeds using near-infrared spectral
data. Experiments show that the proposed method achieves better perfor-
mance than the traditional methods in most spectral regions. Meanwhile
we simulate the proposed TPINSVM in benchmark datasets in different sit-
uations. In noiseless setting, the proposed TPINSVM either improves or
shows no significant difference in generalization compared to the traditional
approaches. While in noise situations, TPINSVM improves generalization
in most cases.
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1. Introduction9

The traditional support vector machine(called CSVM)[1]-[2] has been10

widely applied because of its solid theoretical foundation and good general-11

ization. SVMs have many good properties such as kernel skill, sparsity and12
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